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From the Garage  
 by Paul Hunter 

 
The Model A Horn 

 
Non-working or weak Model A horns seem to keep rearing their ugly heads. Every couple of months, I 
hear about someone who has this affliction. So, let’s go over a few things and see if we can eliminate 
some of the problems. 
The first thing to remember is that unlike modern horns, the Model A horn requires a lot more current 
flow. Anything that would hinder this “flow” should be 
addressed. Bad wiring, bad or multiple connections, 
and inadequate wire size are all current robbing and 
should be corrected. Check the horn button to see that 
it is working properly. And, don’t forget to check 
connections all the way back to the battery. Cleaning 
the commutator should be done on a semi-regular 
schedule. The commutator is the bronze segmented 
ring around the motor shaft that the spring loaded 
brushes “ride” on. Bronze does corrode, especially in 
humid climates. Keeping these clean will improve 
conductivity. Some people use fine sand paper while 
others use a wire brush. Both are affective at removing 
corrosion. If you use sandpaper, try to stay with the 
extra fine grit and be sure to clean away any sand that 
might be left behind. If a small wire brush is your 
weapon of choice, then be careful to stay away from 
the brushes and other wire connections as you may 
cause sparking. Make sure when you finish, to look for 
and remove any stray wire bristles left behind by the 
wire brush. Whichever method you use, the commutator should shine like a new penny. You may also 
want to clean between the commutator bars to remove any “brush” residue, which can build up and 
cause “arcing” between the bars. Use a toothpick, but be gentle, you do not want to remove the 
material that holds the bars in place. Cleaning the brushes is not usually necessary, using the horn 
will keep them clean, but if you feel it needs to be done, I would seek out a person that is proficient 
in taking them apart. Replacing then is usually done more often than cleaning them. Since the A horn 
is a machine, lubrication is very important. The places needing oil are on the shaft, both sides of the 
motor. I usually dribble some high grade oil where the motor shaft touches the adjusting arm and 
where the motor shaft disappears into the “bell” of the horn. Both places should have a felt washer. 
These act as a reservoir to store oil. If one or both are missing, then you need to oil a lot more often! 
The shaft needs to be kept lubricated. Make sure the adjusting screw is not too tight. The tighter it 
is, the more it sound your horn will make, but too tight will require the motor to work harder than 
necessary - gobbling current and creating excessive heat that could cause motor damage. 
Even if these things are all done, some horns will still not operate well. The charging system may 
need to be “kicking” to operate your horn. (This could be a sign of bad windings on the armature of 
the motor.) Most charging systems will not charge at an idle – no generator will and only a few 
alternators can. If you need a little “rev” on the engine to make your horn bellow, then perhaps a 
rebuild is in order. There may be other reasons that your horn will not work or be weak, but these are 
the most common. If you’ve tried these solutions and are still not able to tell people to “git outta the 
way”, then I would look into a horn rebuild. Most parts are not very expensive. You will be surprised 
at how easily your A could have its voice back. 
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My horn on the Tudor sounded very sick and after many attempts to restore its sound, I decided to bite 
the bullet and buy a real horn whilst in the US.  I was fortunate enough to win a fully rebuilt horn at the 
2012 MAFCA Convention in Marquette and having come home and installed the horn, my neighbours 
are getting a little tired of the correct and “proper” sounding ahooga. Take the time to read the above 
again and look at all the connections, apply sparingly some oil as suggested and here’s to a true 
sounding Model A Ford horn - Paul 


